Additional information regarding the counselling topics:

Data sets (Tutkimusaineisto)
- Choose from the list the data set/sets you need advice on. For example if you need to know how a certain variable has been formed or what are the labels for variable values.
- You can choose this topic for example when you are preparing a material request in the Greip system and have questions regarding the variables.

Research (Tutkimus)
- Choose whether you need advice regarding your advanced thesis / pro-graduate thesis or for a scientific publication. For example when you need decide what is the proper statistical analysis to use.
- Note that for advanced thesis /pro-graduate thesis you can only book a 30 min slot at a time.

Statistical software (Tilasto-ohjelma)
- Choose the software you need advice with from the list. For example compiling different data sets, filtering data, forming new variables, descriptive statistics, and graphical presentation or performing a certain statistical analysis with a given software.